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Activity Do and learn Time needed

Oil + Water                   
Chemistry crate

MAKE a ship in a bottle and colorful bubble art.

EXPERIMENT with oil and water.

LEARN about oil and water chemistry

120 minutes or more

What Are Soap’s                
Superpowers? video

WATCH the video.

PLAY a puzzle quiz.

LEARN about the chemistry of soap.

20 minutes

Rainbow Density             
Jar video

WATCH the video.

MAKE a layered density jar.

LEARN about density.

40 minutes or more

Milk Swirl                     
Experiment printable

EXPERIMENT with colorful milk swirls.

LEARN about the chemistry of soap.
30 minutes

Taste Test                      
Experiment printable

EXPERIMENT with tasting foods.

LEARN about your sense of taste. 
30 minutes

Today, your camper will get hands-on with creative kitchen chemistry experiments! You can do these activities in 

any order you like, extend something if your kiddo is really into it, or cut things short if they’re ready to move on. 

(And don’t forget to schedule time to visit the canteen for snacks — camp is hungry work!) When you’re ready to 

get started, it’s easy as 1-2-3.

  

1. Just bookmark kiwico.com/camp/kiwi/day2,

2. print this guide,

3. and gather your gear.

Done? High five! We hope you and your camper have an awesome time making and learning together at            

Kiwi Camp, and we’d love to see what you create. Tag us with #kiwico to show off, or just to say hi!

See you at camp! 

The Camp KiwiCo team
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Gather your gear for Kitchen Chemistry

Oil + Water Chemistry crate

scissors

water

sugar, salt, lime, baking chocolate, and other foods to taste

pencil

whole milk

food coloring

dish soap

cotton swabs

shallow plate or dish

Rainbow Density Jar project  (you can also do this                                                                                         
project with fewer layers - just leave out the liquids you don’t have)

light corn syrup

blue or clear laundry detergent

vegetable oil, olive oil, or canola oil

water

rubbing alcohol

lamp oil

red, blue, and yellow liquid colors (like food coloring)

tall jar

mixing stick

small bowls or cups

small bottles with spouts (optional)

small objects, like balls, toys, or rice (optional)
























